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 Visual DialogScript is the best solution for creating powerful GUI automation applications. It provides a powerful programming
language which helps to create high quality automation applications. Further, it has the ability to script windows, menus, web
pages and it’s accessible to.NET, VBScript and C/C++ programmers. Visual DialogScript takes care of processing all types of

dialog boxes, user confirmation dialogs, command prompts, windows, tabs, and more. In addition, Visual DialogScript supports
over 50 data types for providing correct data to automation applications. Most of these types of automation processes are

supported with high quality. The user-friendly interface is used to test dialog boxes, web pages, menus, and windows.
Additionally, it’s available in both the 32-bit and 64-bit versions. It allows the users to create automation processes that provide
similar features as the real-world applications. More, Visual DialogScript is also known as a replacement for Microsoft Visual
Basic Scripting Edition (VSBE). Advanced In Visual DialogScript 5.1.1.1 Build 3202 Move many controls. Activate installed

programs. Software Key Features: You can set advanced properties and appearance for dialog boxes. Support over 50 different
data types for providing data for automation. Support many language such as VB, VBS, C#, C++, and also support.NET

programming. It is the high quality automation software which is used for developing batch process automation applications. It
supports to create various types of dialog boxes. It can also supports confirmation dialog boxes, command prompts, windows,
and web pages. You can set and get the required values for the selected control. Add captions to the different controls. It can

also support check boxes and other controls. Visual DialogScript is developed to simplify the creation of automation processes.
Supports over 50 data types for providing data for automation processes. Generate code for VB, VBS, C#, and.NET. Generate
or Save the created automation applications in.txt,.csv, XML, and HTML. When the document is ready, it can be printed in a
variety of formats. It supports all the 32-bit and 64-bit versions. System Requirements: 2 GHz+ CPU with 2 GB RAM. 1 GB
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